Voila! New Onyx Silk Stockings...in Sunplexion Shades as created by Mme. Helena Rubinstein

Now, it's just as easy to obey Fashion's command:—"Match your silk stockings to your face and arms"—as it is to choose an invisible face powder! Onyx here tells you how!

You want to be smartly stockings—accord with Fashion's decree. Onyx—by reproducing in Silk Stockings Helena Rubinstein's famous face powder tints—makes this easy! For, among the many attractive new Onyx shades for Spring, are four—outstandingly exquisite—called "Sunplexion"—keyed perfectly to match fashionable "outdoor" complexions. These Stockings actually reproduce the subtle nuances of Helena Rubinstein's face powders. They will match your favorite kind of face powder, too. They go stunningly with white shoes and all the new costume colors! Nothing quite like such exquisite gradation of stocking color has ever before been attempted! Here are exact tones, not only for the blonde and the brunette, but for pale—and golden—blondes; also medium—and dark—brunettes! Sunplexion Shades come with small square heels, also Pointex heels; in chignon and service weights. $1.15 to $2.95. Ask for them at good stores.
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